
2-operation nailing machine

SMPA 500.2ED
Nailing machine with a linear actuator

http://www.stoerimantel.com


 Design and machine
application

Occupational safety

The SMPA 500.2 ED [Electric-Drive] 2-operation nailing unit represents a modern robust design with an 
electromechanical system for nailing pallets of various types and dimensions. It is a suitable solution for operations 
where it is necessary to nail pallets with a high work productivity and high accuracy of the nail pattern.

It works with freely poured nails. The Electric-Drive has the lowest energy power input [1.2 kWh] in its class. Due to 
its concept and price, it is designated for medium-size operations with a capacity of 400-450 pallets per shift with 
2 operators.

The machine meets the strict occupational safety requirements arising from the corresponding EC 
directives and regulations.
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Machine operation system

 The result is a completely nailed pallet, which is automatically transported to the machine output bench. Semi-finished 
pallet inserted in the template of the first operation returns back to the operator. Here the operator flips it into the 
template of the second operation and adds the missing panels and material to it. At the same time, the operator 
inserts new material in the template of the first operation. Once the nailing starts, the pallet is nailed and the template 
returns to the operator, the cycle is repeated.

An advantage of this operation is its wide variability. It allows for nailing not only the standard EURO pallet types, but 
also closed, two-way, four-way other special type pallets, which cannot be produced using the classic nailing units.

The nailing unit can be either used as a separate device or it can be amended by the SMPT technology as a complete 
line for pallet after-treatment, including a stacker and an output chain conveyor.

This nailing unit is equipped with an extended bench for the production of complete pallets in two operations. The 
unfinished and finalized pallet is placed “in succession” within a single machine cycle.

First operation

Second operation

„In two operations“ means:
Production of the upper part of the pallet (transverse, longitudinal 
panels a cubes, possibly also beams).

Production of the bottom part of the pallet (bottom pallets 
based on the pallet type).
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Machine technical description

•  the machine allows the nailing of pallets of various types and dimensions, based on the used template 
(2-way pallets; 4-way pallets, stringer)

•  man. pallet dimensions (width x length) 1,200x1,500 mm

•  min. pallet dimensions (width x length) 600x600 mm

•  the machine is standardly equipped with a universally configurable template

•  the machine works with all available loose nails (l = 27- 90 mm), including EPAL nails

•  in its standard version, it has 3 boxes with 10 outlets for the use of three types of nails (with an option of 
12 outlets and also a fourth box), and 17 hammers (with an option of up to 44 hammers)

•  the min. nail spacing is 25 mm

•  max. tolerance of the positional accuracy of nail hits is ±1 mm
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STÖRI MANTEL s.r.o.
U Trati 2620 (Průmyslový areál Tesla)
756 61 Rožnov pod Radhoštěm
Czech Republic

 We are the right choice,
whenever you need to:

Make your production 
more efficient

Save
labour

Reduce
costs

Ing. Jaroslav Začal, Ph.D.

tel.: +420 607 104 014
e-mail: j.zacal@stoerimantel.com

Contact us!

https://www.instagram.com/stoerimantel_woodmachinery/
https://www.facebook.com/stoerimantel/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stori-mantel/
https://twitter.com/StoriMantel
https://www.youtube.com/user/stoerimantel/
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